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Introduction: Against Designer Babies

- We at the Ethical Science Initiative 
believe we should not alter Human 
DNA

- Altering human DNA is proved to 
cause problems in our society

- Altering human DNA should be 
reconsidered and it is not a good 
idea

- Designer babies are 100% bad



What Are Designer Babies?
Designer Baby: A designer baby is a baby 

whose genetic makeup has been selected in order 
to eradicate a particular defect, or to ensure a 
particular gene is present. 
- it can modify beauty ,increase intelligence, and 

decrease the possibilities of babies inheriting 
diseases

- you can alter DNA by simply cutting the DNA to 
make mutations or by using technology

- Designer Babies are proven to be harmful in 
our society



Designer Babies: Bad For Society
- research has shown that altering DNA 

can increase the population, which is 
bad because it will eventually 
overpopulate society

- this can create more global warming 
and even starvation

- Designer Babies cost a lot of money, 
which will then create a bigger gap 
between the rich and the poor



Designer Babies: Bad For Society Continued

- Designer Babies can create super 
diseases 

- Chance of taking out good DNA, instead 
of bad. 

- Think about it…Would you really want 
the chance of you or your kids getting a 
horrible life threatening disease just 
because you tried to make your kid 
better than they already are? 



- changing DNA can create a disease 
resistant baby.

- it can improve mutations in humans and 
make humans healthier

- it can make babies more intelligent and 
prettier 

- intelligence can help humans succeed in 
life

- being more attractive can be good in 
society but not for health

Designer Babies Are Good? What??



Did you know that pros of designer babies are 
more like cons?

- If your baby wasn’t naturally smart it can lead to 
getting judged

- Others can think genetically smart people are 
dumb because they had to get their intelligence 
enhanced

- If they make people more appealing, people would 
think they are fake because it is not their real 
self

- Even though it is said to get rid of diseases, in 
reality it can create super diseases, that are more 
harmful



Conclusion
-  We know that changing a baby's DNA is not good for our society. 
- It can increase the population 
- It costs way too much money and this can create an even bigger gap 

between rich and poor
- There is a chance that it can create super diseases that can harm 

humans
-  When altering the DNA, it can get rid of good DNA instead of bad. 
- We know that altering a humans DNA should not be done and 

should be highly reconsidered. 
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